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Discovery of FRBs

• Plasma slows EM waves, with lower frequencies slowed more.

• Total delay proportional to electron column density.

• First FRB discovered in Lorimer et al. with electron column  
density much higher than expected from Milky Way.

• Column density (reported in dispersion measure or DM units) is 375±1.  Delay 
was exquisitely measured.  



Plasma Delays in FRBs

• Plasma law: 𝜛2=𝜛p2+c2k2 with 𝜛p2 = nee2/𝜺0me

• vg=d𝜛/dk=c(1-𝜛p2/𝜛2)1/2.  If we are much higher than plasma frequency,   v=c(1-𝜛p2/2𝜛2).  

• Velocity change proportional to electron density.  Total delay is 𝜹t/t~𝜹v/v, 𝜹t~t 𝜹v/v ~d/c 𝜹v/v ~d𝜹v/c2, but d𝜹v 
is now distance times density or column density.  

• Pulsar astronomers express column density as DM (dispersion measure) = 1e-/cm3 for 1 pc = 3.08e18 e-/cm2.  

• If frequency in MHz, then delay becomes 𝜹t=4150*DM/𝝂2  where 4150 depends only on fundamental 
constants.

• Typical FRB DMs ~1000, and observing frequency ~1 GHz, so delays ~few seconds.

• For burst length ~1 ms,  measure column density to part in (few seconds)/1 ms ~ 104.  Enables precision 
science.



What do we Know?
(and does it matter we don’t 

know what they are?)

• FRBs give us exquisite LOS (z-weighted) column density.

• FRBs give us exquisite timing.

• FRBs extremely close to λ2 cold plasma delay law (𝝂p~kHz in galaxy).

• FRBs measure Faraday rotation to ~few or better.

• Have a few localizations/redshifts, many more coming soon.

NB - Thomson optical depth also a column density,  DM~500,000𝜏



• With many FRBs with locations and redshifts, stack on l.o.s. haloes.

• Observed DM should deviate from mean level based on column density from 
intervening halo.  i.e. get a “bump” in DM from halo contribution.

• McQuinn key finding: ~100 FRBs at z~0.5 with arcminute positions enough 
constrain missing baryons.

(optical depth through galaxy clusters ~0.001-0.01, 
so expected extra DM is hundreds to ~5000)



Column Density

• We measure dispersion measure, quoted in e- with units pc/cm3.

• This is true at low-z.  At high-z, observed frequency up by (1+z), so plasma delay 
smaller by (1+z)2.  

• However, delay gets cosmological increase of 1+z, so DM gives ∫ne/(1+z)dx.

• If ionization fraction constant, ne(z)=ne0(1+z)3, dx=cdt=c(dt/dz)dz.

• DMobs=∫ne0(1+z)2c(dt/dz)dz.



Low-z Relation

• DM(z) is shockingly linear

• Slope is close to 1000.



Photon Rest Mass

• Say photons had a rest mass

• E=h𝜈=𝜸mc2.

• Let ε=1-v/c.  Gives ε=0.5(mc2/h𝜈)2.  Note - delay looks like plasma delay.

• Assign all delay to m𝜸.  At v=1 GHz, dM for z=1 ~1000, dt~4s, t~5 Gyr, so ε~2e-17.

• mc2=hv(2*2e-17)0.5=2e-14 eV/c2.  (=5e-50 kg)

• Competitive with best lab limits! 



Redshift Evolution

• Clearly insane to ascribe all delay to photon mass.

• Frequency behavior the same as dispersion, but 
evolution not.  

• Integral identical, except no number density.  
Equivalent DM(z) for massive photons is blue curve 
to right.  

• We can improve photon mass limits with large 
sample, but not by orders of magnitude (especially 
since mass limit goes like DM1/2.)



Factor of 10 Improvement in Current Data

• NB - galactic magnetic field 
limits much lower, but 
indirect.  Rely dE dt ~ℏ, set 

dt to be light crossing time of 
ordered field region (i.e. 
MW).  



Equivalence Principle

• GR says everything free falls at the same rate - allows (weak) equivalence 
between gravity and acceleration.  

• Equivalence principle fundamental to our understanding of space & time.

• Say FRB goes off in potential well.  If Shapiro delay depends on frequency, 
arrival vs. freq would change.  



• FRBs constrain weak equivalence 
to 10-13 at low energy, best 
constraints in this region.



High-z

• Keeping ionization fraction constant, can 
go to high-z.

• Pretty good fit is DM~2000 ( (1+z)0.6-1). 
(alternatively, 1000-30z2 also does OK to 
z~10)

• NB - coefficient assumes Planck params, 
full H ionization, no He ionization, no 
stars.



• Helium reionization changes background electron density.

• DM(z) law would reflect addition of e- fro He.

• Distant FRBs would be able to probe He reionization, 
which in turn tells us objects in young universe.



• If we can get to DM~8000, we can directly probe reionization as well.

• Would be independent of CMB measurements, help break 𝜏-As degeneracy.

• With enough (~hundred) FRBs, can measure history as well as 𝜏.



Can We do Precision Cosmology?

• DM(z) contains cosmological information, via dt/dz.

• It also contains information about ne(z), hence f*(z).

• We tried (work let by Tony Walters) to constrain cosmology with 
future FRB data.  We discovered we’d constrain f*(z).  Still useful!  But 
not dark energy evolution…



• Build a (set of ) telescopes that observe along a large range in RA at fixed dec?

• Time delays will be exquisitely measured (usual microlensing caveats will apply)

• Unclear, but entirely possible there exist several strongly lensed FRBs per day 
available to us.



FRBs & Clusters

• 𝜏 through rich galaxy cluster ~0.01, so DM~5000

• There will be population of bright, local FRBs at very high DM that will probe cluster structure to 
percent level.

• SZ gives you ∫neTdl, FRB gives ∫ne, so get temperature of outer cluster gas - hard to do other ways! 

• Proposed in Fujita et al. back in 2016



From February!

• Two FRBs found inside clusters, significant 
excess DM (~600/~300 from clusters at z~0.1)

• It’s better for FRBs to be behind clusters so 
LOS position within cluster not an uncertainty.

• As CHIME outriggers turn on, expect many 
more.



FRBs+kSZ

• kSZ is major goal of upcoming CMB experiments.

• kSZ sensitive to growth of structure, hence e.g. neutrino mass.

• kSZ measures velocity (good! cosmology lives here!) times electron 
density (bad!  full of uncertainties!)

• FRBs directly measure electron column density, with uncertainty from 
FRB host contribution.



With 104 FRBs with localizations, can 
improve on galaxy-electron xcorr on large 
scales over S4+DESI (above)

Improves on cosmology over S4+RSD for 
~106 FRBs (right).

(1901.02418)

FRB rate ~A1.5, so a few times HIRAX capable of 
reaching 106 FRBs on decade timescale



Conclusions

• FRBs give precise redshift-weighted LOS column density and timing info.  WIth position/redshift 
info, can probe many things.  High-DM bursts especially valuable.

• Can constrain fundamental physics like photon rest mass and weak equivalence principle.

• Can constrain distribution of “missing” baryons, break v𝜏 kSZ degeneracy.

• With high DM, can probably measure reionization independently of other methods w/ little 
foreground uncertainty.

• Likely many strongly lensed FRBs.  With baseband caches, microlensing down to ns delays 
avaliable.

• And I haven’t even measure RM (magnetic fields), or deviations from λ2 (large density 
fluctuations, see e.g. Masui et al. 2015).



What Might we do with FRBs?  
(aside from figuring out what they are)

• FRBs give us exquisite arrival time information across possibly wide 
frequency bands.

• FRBs give us exquisite (1/(1+z)-weighted) electron column density 
measurements. 

• DMobs=DMMW+DMIGM+DMhost.  Handy rule, z~DMIGM/1000fion.

• Contribution from host uncertain, but distances are likely 
cosmological (FRBs noticed because DM too high to come from 
Milky Way).  

• Could serve as probes where this information is useful.

• Careful examination of FRB signals can sometimes unlock other 
information…



• Optical depth through rich cluster is 0.01.  Means DM is 5000(!)

• FRB that goes off behind cluster tells you τ, possibly to 5% or better.

• TSZ measurement then tells you mass-weighted temperature

• Very clean measurement, does not rely on X-rays

• Does require many, many FRBs


